WPREIA Newsletter – March 2017
Our next meeting is scheduled for Tuesday, March 21st
Greater Pittsburgh Masonic Center in Ross Twp
3579 Masonic Way, Pittsburgh, PA 15237

$10 at the Door
If your membership has expired and you aren’t ready to renew yet, or if you have visited the club
as a guest and are still deciding whether to join, you are welcome to join us for the monthly
meeting but you will be asked to pay $10 at the door. While an annual membership is cheaper
than paying $10 at each meeting, we understand that this pay-as-you-come option is a better fit
for some. Note that first-time guests are still free.

Main Meeting:
6:00 – 7:00 Pizza Networking – Informal networking opportunity before the meeting (let me
know by Noon on Tuesday if you are planning to attend, so enough pizza can be
ordered)
7:00 – 8:00 Club Announcements / Special Presentation - I’m always working on something
new, and if you miss the meeting you won’t know what that is.
Legal Minute with attorney Rob Xides
Accounting Minute with accountant Marty Schwartz
Landlord Minute with Chuck Pupich
Properties for sale – Members can present one property for sale. Bring your For Sale
properties to the meeting, setup flyers on our For Sale table, and make some money
while you learn.
Vendor Parade - Come and see our vendors. We have a great array of service
providers.
8:00 – 9:00 Desktop Financial Analysis - Alex Deacon
Save Money on Gas & Electric – Margaret Proviano
Tax Assessments
Logistics:
Properties for Sale Table – I love this table idea. I wish I could remember who I stole this idea
from so I could give them credit. I think it was RICH Club from Houston. Even if it wasn’t, they do
a lot of good things and deserve credit for something.
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Vendor Tables – Vendors are encouraged to set up trade show style in our vendor area and to be
prepared to give a 30 second intro of your business to the group.
Sub-Group Table – Don’t forget to look at the sub group table. We have a bunch of sub groups
now and you are bound to be interested in at least one of them. These groups are designed to
supplement the main meetings.
Charity Table – Will be inside the main room this month. We are collecting for the Veterans
Leadership Program and they need a lot of help.
Online Club Calendar – In case you missed it, we added a calendar to the PittsburghREIA.com
website. This way we can keep track of recurring sub-group meetings and club activities all in
one place. Find it under the Events tab.

Membership Renewals
If you need to renew your membership before the meeting then just follow this link
http://pittsburghreia.com/membership/membership_application_form.pdf then print out your application and
bring it in with your check. It is that simple.

…Below is newsletter content that was sent in advance, for those of you who
prefer to read smaller chunks of information more often. It’s being
included for those who missed it…

(March 17)

Lots Going On and a Meeting on the Horizon
For starters, we have an exciting meeting planned for this coming Tuesday. We have 3 different speakers
and three different topics.
If you want to save money, or make money, then you need to be at the main meeting on Tuesday.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Great Smelly House – 8 Oakwood Rd 15205 – bonus point to anyone who can identify the smell, my
money is on dog urine
90000 / 5br - 1742ft2 - Kick me while I am down. Handyman special with owner financing (greentree
(city))
5BR / 2Ba 1742ft2 available now
The last tenant was supposed to be a contractor, he was more like a vandal. He did more damage to the
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house than he fixed.
so now I am done with this house. I am done being a landlord. I am ready to move on in my life.
I will sell you this house, "IF" you can convince me that you can repair the house properly, and afford to
pay the mortgage. Do you have handyman skills? do you know a tree guy (the big tree in the front of the
house needs to go)
Banks suck, no bank qualifying for this house. Just prove to me that you are the right person for the job
and the house is yours
Now for a quick list of what is wrong with this house. The big ugly pine tree in the front has screwed up
the sewer line and now the sewer backs up sometimes. This used to be taken care of my power snake
every year, but that didn’t happen the last two years.
Due to the slob of a tenant, there is at least one rat in the house, he needs to die. The downspouts are
off, the back porch roof needs to be repaired at some point, most of the rest of the problems are
cosmetic, but a few of these need to be addressed before you can occupy the house.
I didn’t want to sugar coat it. So I want out, and I willing to finance the house to get out, but only to the
right buyer.
Now that I have weeded out the week, here are the good parts. This is a 5 bed 2 bath solid brick house.
The mechanical systems are up and working fine. the house is ugly but there is a ton of potential. the
location is great. a nice safe neighborhood, minutes from downtown, and with easy access to the
parkway. bus stop is close by. It makes a good rental or a good home for a large or growing family.
Email me for a showing PittsburghREIA@aol.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------The Charity Table will be inside the main room this month, we are collecting for the Veterans
Leadership Program and they need a lot of help.
Food- non-perishables
Clothes- adult size underwear, gloves, hats, etc.
Cleaning Supplies- household cleaners, laundry detergent
Children -clothes and DIAPERS of any size
Cash/Checks payable to: VLP of W.PA …….. Veterans Leadership Program of Western Pennsylvania
Personal Care Products- for men and women: soap, deodorant, disposable savers, etc.
WWW.NeverForgetVets.org
Andy Kosmach, Manager
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------BUS TOUR April 8th
Saturday, April 8, 2017
10:00 AM
location: Village Square, directly across from the Home Depot. 1500 Oxford Drive 3rd floor Bethel Park
This is a very exciting Meetup.
During our first three segments we've talked about investing in Pittsburgh, the importance of building a
team, and how to get started while you are still working a full time job or other obligations that require a
great deal of time and attention.
On Saturday April 8th, we offer you a great opportunity to tour some of our current projects ( both buy
and hold and retail renovation )
If you plan to come, we need to hear from you before March 31st.
Payment is $ 25 per person, and can be made by business check or any credit / debit card / personal
check through Paypal. You do not need a Paypal account to take advantage of this payment method.
Our meeting will begin as usual, with doors open at 930 and the meeting beginning at 10. When we take
our break at 11, we'll be grabbing a bottled water and boarding the bus. Plan on being available through
2 pm.
You will receive a workbook, and walk through the steps of analysis, estimating repairs, and exit
strategies. What better way to learn than with a hands - on mentor?
Please email Alex ( alex @alexsellspittsburgh.com ) or Bonnie ( justcallbonnie@gmail.com ) to request
the paypal invoice. We are limiting the seating to 30 guests so that we can spend one-on-one time with
each member, answer questions, and really " dig in " to the estimating portion.
Hope to see you there!
Alex and the team
Bill, Lisa, and Bonnie
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Hello LandlordsIf anyone is interested working with this program please just email with the location and rent for your
units. Thank you.
1 bedroom needed. Budget of $770 including all utilities. The agency, Chartiers Center, provides ongoing
rental assistance similar to Sect. 8 and ongoing in-home case management. There will need to be a basic
inspection for the unit (it will not be as strict as Sect. 8 inspection). The lease will be in the tenants
name.
Best,
Gale Schwartz
(p) 412.281.1137
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------McKeesport to require inspections of rental properties
Deana Carpenter
Mar 10, 2017
In response to a number of fires and disturbances at rental units in McKeesport — including a 2014 fire
that killed six members of a family — the city will require rental properties to be inspected twice a year
and landlords to pay an annual license fee.
Council voted 4-3 on March 1 to adopt the measures, which were met with complaints from landlords.
But Mayor Michael Cherepko said the “long-awaited landlord/tenant ordinance” is intended “to make
sure our residents are living in a safe environment.”
“Some of the conditions that people are living in — it’s just unbelievable,” Mr. Cherepko said. “It also
lets [landlords] know that McKeesport’s not going to be a dumping ground.”
The city’s fire department will conduct the inspections to make sure the residences have smoke
detectors and that furnaces are working properly, the mayor said.
The city has been urged to adopt the measures by Allegheny County District Attorney Stephen Zappala,
he said, and if owners do not allow city officials to inspect properties, an administrative warrant will be
obtained.
The annual license fee landlords will have to pay will be based on the number of units: $50 per unit for
up to nine units; $45 for 10 to 19 units; $40 for 20 to 29 units; $35 for 30 to 39 units; $30 for 40 to 49
units; and $25 for 50-plus units.
Jonathan Stark, who owns rental properties in McKeesport, called the inspections “unconstitutional”
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and said that any new fee will be passed on to tenants.
Landlord Jonathan Wakefield said he just spent $25,000 on one of his properties on Evans Avenue but
he is having trouble renting it because of the vacant and dilapidated properties nearby.
“I just don’t think it’s fair to be attacking the landlords,” Mr. Wakefield said. “It’s just going to be
another burden on the good landlords and won’t do anything to deter the bad landlords. This is nothing
but another regulation.”
Mr. Cherepko noted that the landlords who spoke at the meeting are among the “good” landlords in
McKeesport.
“For landlords like yourself, it shouldn’t be a problem,” the mayor told Mr. Wakefield. “We’re getting in
there because there are people living in deplorable conditions.”
He added, “It makes me so sad, it breaks my heart to see some of the living situations, and that’s before
you see they’re paying $600-$700 a month to live there.”
“It’s an attempt to save peoples’ lives,” McKeesport solicitor Jason Elash said.
Council members Richard Dellapenna, Jamie Brewster-Filotei, LuEthel Nesbit and V. Fawn WalkerMontgomery voted in favor of the ordinance. James Barry, Timothy Brown and Keith Soles were
opposed.
Deana Carpenter, freelance writer: suburbanliving@post-gazette.com.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------7 Secrets To Keep Tenants Renewing Your Leases
Submitted by Larry Arth on Tue, 03/14/2017 - 3:39pm
Keeping your tenants happy and renewing their leases is key to keeping your rental housing business
and your revenue growing.
Our veteran investor, property manager and blogger shares a few of his secrets here.
I learned early on in the landlord business that I had to build a strong relationship with my tenants if I
wanted long-term loyal clients for my rentals.
On the other hand, apartment owners and real estate investors who simply look at an investment
property as a vehicle where the tenant pays their mortgage and generates them some positive cash flow
tend to have tenants who move out annually.
When tenants feel or sense they are nothing more than a revenue stream for their landlord, they tend
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to move on quickly.
Here is my system:
No. 1- Let tenants know to expect rent increases in leases
Early on while interviewing, we would inform the prospective tenants that our aim was to retain a longterm rental. We did this by being totally transparent and saying, “Here is what we offer and here is what
we expect. “
Within this information was a notation of an annual rental adjustment, letting them know up front that
expenses rise each year and rents would also adjust accordingly. The objective here was to set the
expectation for this rental increase so they were expecting it instead of defying it.
No. 2 – A discount for on-time payments on leases
For one year of on-time payments we would offer tenants a 25% discount off their renewal amount. If
rents were to go up by say $20, they would only be increased to $15. Small rewards go a long
way.People like to earn their rewards and it shows that you do care about them. At lease renewal we
would identify a renewal rate and the discounted renewal rate. Tenants loved striving for this discount.
If they unfortunately were late a month or two, they were still offered an incentive for renewing if we
wanted to keep them.
No. 3- A personal follow-up phone call
One month after they moved it, we would call and ask how their move went? Or, if there was anything
they needed? Consistently we were met with gratitude and rarely did anyone feel they needed anything.
They simply appreciated us reaching out to them. At the same time, it was the perfect opportunity to
correct the path of any pending challenges.
No. 4 - Birthday cards and gift cards kept the bikes put away
Since we learned the birthdates of tenants when they signed a lease, we made it a practice to give the
adults a birthday card and the small children a gift card for a free ice cream cone at the local
McDonald’s. This one dollar gift is something the kids remembered forever and looked forward to each
year. It also created a bond that would allow us to ask the kids to make sure they keep their bikes put
away and simple things like keeping proper order to the place.
No. 5 - Renew your leases and receive handyman for the day
You can do this for a day, or half day, depending on rent value and/or property condition. Renewal time
does not have to be scary and leave you wondering if they will re-sign or not.
Their expectation of a rental increase has been identified up front. If they paid their rent on time
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without any late payments they understand they will receive a reduced rental rate increase and now as
a bonus if they renew they will have the opportunity to have some improvements done around the
home. With your criteria established, these improvements will only add value and are going to be less
expensive than tenant turnover. We did things like add shelves, paint a room, perhaps add a built-in
microwave. You set the criteria here and zero in on items that should add value and rentability to the
property. This has always been a great win for me.
No. 6 Referral money opportunities for tenants
When a vacancy did appear we would send out letters informing tenants there was going to be a
vacancy coming up. It would be a chance for them to help pick out their new neighbor.
It would say something like, “We like to have great tenants like you, and as you are a great tenant, your
family and friends are likely a match to live in our friendly community as well. If your referral meets our
renting criteria and we rent to them, you will receive $100.”
This created a source of great prospective tenants and served to let the current tenants know we
appreciated them. It also gave us a list of future tenants, as we often received more prospects than we
had available rental units. People are now lining up to rent from us. This has helped to keep our vacancy
rates very low.
No. 7 The little things make a difference in leases
These little differences in how we manage our properties have people wanting to stay and rent with us.
As families outgrew their homes they would ask us if we had any other properties that were bigger, as
they wanted to maintain our relationships. Their friends were always inquiring about renting from us.
We have great reputations as property owners who care about their tenants. As a result, the only time
people moved is if they left the area or if they bought a house.
Summary:
You have all heard of, or personally live, the pride of ownership. When you can create this same type of
pride for your tenants, you have created a great partnership that will have them renewing their lease. A
person’s home is their castle. It is theirs independence. Even though they do not actually own the
apartment or home, you want them calling it their home. When they feel great about where they live
and are happy with it, they will call it their home and they will treat it like their home.
When you show you are genuinely interested in a happy partnership with your tenants, you in turn will
find happy tenants who maintain the property and pay on time. Then you have a successful business.
(March 13)

Do you want to celebrate Monday?
Happy Monday – yeah I know that sounds cruel, but once you get free from your job, celebrating
Monday is a real thing !!!!
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So let’s all work to gain the financial footing that allows us to quit our jobs. I promise you that freedom is
worth it.
Contest Announcement –
I have a fun idea that I want to share with you all. It came from a conversation between me and Brian
Snyder. REIA is going to have a contest to see who can make the best deal with the worst house. I am
talking about turning a turd into gold. Whoever does the best job between now and the December
meeting will win a $995 Robyn Thompson course. How is that for a contest?
I think we should let the audience judge who the winner will be, so go out and find a horrible house,
make some money, and tell us about it.
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------This Thursday, South Hills Sub Group meeting –
Hello Everyone,
This coming Thursday March 16th we will be having our monthly South Hills Networking Meeting! Same
time and place as usual. 630 PM at the Kings in Bridgeville (3049 Washington Pike Bridgeville, PA 15017).
For this meeting we will be having a roundtable on taxes with Marty Schwartz and everyone in the
group. Bring your tax questions as we head into the home stretch for filing for the last year. Don't forget
about planning questions for this year as well though. I plan on asking about how to plan my vacations
around RE Investing so that I can deduct travel expenses!
See you all there! As always comments and questions about things unrelated to the general topic are
fine too. If you learned anything great at the Robyn Thompson seminar or at the general meeting with
Alex Deacon feel free to discuss on Thursday.
https://www.facebook.com/groups/214170175685066/?fref=nf
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Loans and Grants for Homelessness, Special Needs, and Home Repair Programs
Learn about the FHLBank of Pittsburgh's Affordable Housing Program (AHP) which provides grants and
subsidized loans up to $650,000 per project for costs associated with the acquisition, construction or
rehabilitation of single or multi-family housing for individuals and families. AHP provides a flexible
source of funding, that works well with other funding sources, offers a user-friendly online application,
and allows for transparent project scoring and feasibility process.
AHP’s focus this year is on the much needed rehabilitation of owner-occupied homes and the provision
of housing for people experiencing homelessness and those who have special needs.
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The webinar will cover:
An overview of the program’s priorities
The benefits of the Affordable Housing Program
How to apply
Presenters: Megan Krider, Senior Affordable Housing Specialist, FHLBank Pittsburgh ·
When Friday, March 17th at 12:00 p.m.
Copy and paste to register - http://housingalliancepa.org/events-andtraining/?tdburl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww3%2Ethedatabank%2Ecom%2Fdpg%2F419%2Fmtglistproc%2Eas
p%3Fformid%3Deventscalendar%26caleventid%3D32134
(March 12)

We have a buyer for you, and more news
“Knowledge is power”. Sir Francis Bacon - no words are more true in the real estate investing world. The
more you know the more you will earn.
Now here is some powerful knowledge for you. We have some foreign investors looking to buy in
Pittsburgh. This is not uncommon as Pittsburgh is one of the top cash flow towns in America, but in this
case, they want to buy a pile of properties. From what I know, they want turn key or close to turn key
rentals, not in war zones, and priced under 90k per single family house.
for more information email Bonnie at justcallbonnie@gmail.com
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Another Marketing tip from Kathy Kennebrook – the Marketing Magic Lady
Real estate investors live or die on their marketing.
So Where Do I Find The Mailing Lists For My Direct Mail Campaigns?
By Kathy Kennebrook (The Marketing Magic Lady)
One of the Questions I am frequently asked by students wanting to implement a direct mail campaign is
where to get the lists of sellers to mail to. While there are several resources available, I find they vary
greatly in price and in quality of the lists. It is important for you to find a good, reliable source for your
lists. When doing direct mail campaigns, their success is going to be based 70% on the list and 30% on
the direct mail piece you are using to contact these motivated sellers.
There are a couple of resources for lists that I find to be especially reasonable in price and the quality of
the lists is excellent for your use. One of those resources is very easy to find and simple to use use. Just
go to your property appraiser, auditor, or assessors’ office and ask them to put the lists together for you.
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You will need to target specific types of sellers you want to do deals with. If your county is online
preparing this list is usually pretty simple for them to do. I will suggest to you that you go down to their
office and ask them for their help in person to customize these lists for you. If you just call them, you
may get “blown off” by someone who doesn’t want to do the extra work, or you may get someone on
the phone who doesn’t understand what it is that you need. I know all of this from personal experience
with counties I have worked with. In addition, if you live in a particularly large county, they have plat
maps you can look at to subdivide your lists by specific areas you want to mail to. This is just another
way for you to hone in on the area and type of seller you want to work with.
Another good source of lists for your direct mail is mailing list services which you can locate either by
going to your local yellow pages and looking under "mailing list services", or you can simply research
them on your computer.
You can call these folks to find out what types of lists they provide and what the cost will be for them.
This would be the place for example, to find lists of senior home owners or those with specific
demographics, income ranges or timeframe in which the homeowner purchased their home. For
example, if you find some new homeowners (folks who purchased their homes in the last 12 to 24
months) you may find leads for people who can simply no longer afford their mortgage payments who
will simply deed you their property.
Remember that there are a lot of list sources that are virtually free. For example, you can get death and
marriage notices out of the newspaper or at your courthouse. You can also get the eviction notices,
notices of judgments, and pre-foreclosures at your local courthouse. You can also find everyone who has
a VA loan if working with military sellers interests you. Quite often, you will find that someone in the
military purchases a home off base and then is transferred shortly after. They now have a home and a
mortgage they neither want nor need, and these are also great properties they will simply deed to you
since they usually don’t have a lot of equity in them.
If note buying is of interest to you, you can also research people who hold private mortgages. This would
be a private individual holding a mortgage for someone they sold a property to. You can find out how
long they have had the note, how much the note is, and what the current interest rate is. You just have
to go down to the court house and either compile these lists yourself or have someone else do it for you.
If you can have someone else do it for you, this is certainly a better use of your time and money. You
always need to be finding ways to automate systems in your business so all you deal with are motivated
sellers.
You can always work with Realtors to provide you with expired listings. This is another good way to find
leads for your business. You just need to figure out how you will pay your Realtor for doing this. One way
you can achieve this is that if you buy the property, you could always re-list it with your Realtor when
you sell it, or you can simply pay them a fee through their office if you buy a deal from the leads they
provide for you.
There are other sources of lists you can find online such as melissadata.com, infousa.com and others. I
also use another resource in my business that provides daily lists for me of all the “for sale by owner”
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properties in our area. They even check their leads against the no call list for you. In addition, you have
the ability to look at old “for sale by owner” listings as well. What this means for you is a seller who is
likely to be more motivated to sell his property.
Another way to find the “for sale by owner” ads is to go through the classified ads in your local
newspaper, shopper guide and Craigslist and simply call them. What I would also do is to call on the “for
rent by owner” ads as well. Many times you will find landlords who just really don’t want to rent
anymore or someone who has inherited a home they don’t know what else to do with. Better still,
automate your system and let someone else do this work for you. This is just another possible source of
leads for you to find some motivated sellers.
I also work with another company for lead lists .Their program is designed to do a variety of things
including having the ability to provide and customize mailing lists. What this program does is to give you
the ability to customize lists to help you find the owners of properties that are vacant or rented, in
divorce or partnership splits, properties received in an inheritance, properties in foreclosure, out of state
owners, VA loans, and more. You can custom create your mailing lists in your own office or home at your
leisure using fields that are provided within the program. Some of the other fields available for your use
are square footage, subdivision, county, number of bedroom and baths, vacant land, homestead
exemption and more.
Some of the other attributes of this program are that it gets comprehensive information on any property
including mailing address, phone number, purchase price, taxes, assessments, legal data, and mortgage
information, all of which can help you determine what kind of offer you will make on a property. It can
also help you to locate the owners of properties.
Also available with some of the real estate investing programs that we use are the ability to get
Document Images, Automated Valuation Models, Flood Maps, Neighborhood Demographic Profiles and
Comparables.
Basically, these programs provide you with a one-stop shop for all the items you need to create mailing
lists, finding sellers who need to sell, and the information you need to create a win-win solution for
yourself and your seller.

This is just another way to automate your business to get someone doing the work for you so you can
deal with quality motivated sellers.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Future event
Alex Deacon is planning a bus tour for houses on April 8th. I will get your more info as we get closer to
that date.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------12
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The results of me taking Robyn Thompson to dinner while she was in town are still paying off. Below is a
special offer from Robyn, $2 for a $499 course, just follow the link Also I can still take orders for her
courses and Larry Harbolt courses. Hurry and get off the fence, I am not sure how long that offer is good
for, but for now I can get her Junkers and Keepers courses, as well as Larry's Trusts, and Creative Finance
courses. This is only good till they tell me it isn't. So hurry up.
Here is the link: https://uma86337.isrefer.com/go/2buck/JCaldwell/
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A really good article on 1031 exchanges
Avoiding Exchange Pains
Cut Out Thorny Entity Issues in the Tax-Deferred Exchange Process.
By Ronald L. Raitz, CCIM, and Bridgette M. Raitz, CPA | Jul.Aug.99
Today, most tax-deferred exchange transactions are relatively straightforward and easy to execute. But
occasionally, an "entity issue" arises when someone exchanging a property wants or needs to take title
to the replacement property in a different manner than the relinquished property was conveyed.
Although Section 1031 of the Internal Revenue Code does not state explicitly that title must be received
on the replacement property in the same way it was given on the relinquished property, it directly is
implied. Subsequent case law has reinforced this understanding.
Thus, the following strategies address several potentially thorny entity issues that may arise in
exchanges depending on different individual and group ownership situations and how to deal with them.
These ownership scenarios include spouses, limited liability companies, trusts, corporations, and
partnerships.
Individual Ownership
Entity issues relating to individual property ownership in exchanges can stem from spousal, limited
liability company, and trust ownership.
Exchanges Involving Spouses. Rebecca is selling a property and wants to do a 1031 exchange. She has
hired a qualified intermediary or trust to facilitate the transaction and plans to use the direct deeding
method. Under this method, she simply will deed her relinquished property to the buyer and receive a
deed from the seller when she buys a replacement property.
But what if Rebecca and her husband each own a 50 percent undivided interest in the relinquished
property? In that case, both would convey title at the sale of the relinquished property. What if only
Rebecca wants to take title to the replacement property? Is there a negative tax impact to the couple?
The Internal Revenue Service offered an opinion on a similar situation in Private Letter Ruling 8429004.
In this case, a husband and wife each held a 50 percent interest as tenants-in-common to a property
that substantially had been destroyed and fell under the involuntary conversion rules (covered under
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Section 1033 and considered akin to those outlined under Section 1031). In the acquisition of the
replacement property, the wife was not named on the deed. The IRS indicated that a full tax deferral
was not possible and that 50 percent of the gain on the sale of the property would have to be
recognized.
Consequently, to complete a successful exchange involving common ownership between spouses, it
appears that title should be taken on the replacement property in the same way as it was conveyed on
the relinquished property.
Outside the realm of tax-deferred exchanges, the IRS usually allows unlimited gifting of assets between
spouses without triggering a taxable event. One solution to Rebecca’s problem would be to make
appropriate changes to title prior to selling the relinquished property. This can be done by executing a
deed that establishes the desired ownership prior to conveying the relinquished property.
Sometimes, to meet the financial requirements necessary to qualify for a loan on a replacement
property, both spouses must be named as borrowers. Further, in order for the lender to maintain a
proper security interest in the property, both spouses also must take title to the property. What can be
done in this situation if a couple needs to purchase a replacement property jointly to satisfy a lender,
but only one of them currently owns the relinquished property?
If the spouse owning the relinquished property executes and records a deed for a 50 percent undivided
interest to the other spouse before selling the relinquished property, both can take title to the
replacement property. In this way, both incomes can be used to meet the financial requirement for an
acquisition loan.
Exchanges Involving LLCs. Another entity issue can arise when an individual who personally holds title to
a relinquished property wants to do an exchange. The problem surfaces when the exchanger begins
seeking the financing necessary to purchase a replacement property. It is becoming increasingly
common for some lenders to require a borrower that is best described as a single-asset bankruptcy
remote entity. In simpler terms, a lender only will approve funding to an entity that owns the property
that is collateral for the loan as its sole asset. The lender, often a conduit source, seeks to maximize its
position in the event of default. If foreclosure is necessary, the lender can regain the collateral more
easily from this type of borrower rather than dealing with an individual or partnership that owns
multiple assets and owes multiple creditors. The lender is less vulnerable to liberal bankruptcy laws
when loaning to a single-asset entity. Such an entity requirement by the lender would force the
exchanger to take title differently on the replacement property than it was given on the relinquished
property. This could invalidate an exchange.
Recently, the acceptance by most states of single-member LLCs has provided a potential solution to the
problem. A single-member LLC is recognized as a legal entity, can be transparent for tax- reporting
purposes, and meets most conduit lenders’ requirements. This new entity provides the option of flowing
through tax consequences to an individual’s personal return. (As a result, transactions with this type of
entity generally are treated as transactions of the owner.) A single-owner noncorporate business entity
is disregarded as a tax entity separate from the single owner for federal tax purposes (Treasury
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Regulations 301-7701-2[c][2]). The IRS has held that the acquisition of replacement property by a
taxpayer’s wholly owned, single-member LLC, which is a different legal entity, does not disqualify the
taxpayer from completing a valid exchange (Private Letter Rulings 9807013 and 9751012).
Exchanges Involving Trusts. Many individuals have placed real estate into revocable living trusts or
grantor trusts for estate-planning purposes. These trusts are not considered separate entities for taxreporting purposes (IRC 671-678), but instead flow through tax consequences to the beneficiaries. Like a
typical investor, a trust may sell a relinquished property and buy a replacement property to complete a
tax-deferred exchange.
Common entity issues arise in two situations with trusts: when the beneficiaries have received property
from an estate or trust and want to buy separate replacement properties, or they want to sell and
purchase a replacement property together, but can’t obtain the necessary financing because many
lenders won’t accept a trust as the borrower.
What can be done? As an example of the first entity issue, Fran, Mike, and Jan each were equal
beneficiaries under a trust established by their parents. The trust had received an attractive offer on a
parcel of land held for many years. All three siblings wanted to sell, but each preferred to purchase a
replacement property individually. What can be done?
One solution is to deed a one-third percentage interest in the relinquished property to Fran, Mike, and
Jan; each then can sell his or her portion of the relinquished property to the buyer. This solution allows
them to go forward individually and either recognize any potential tax consequences from the sale or
acquire their own replacement property (Revenue Ruling 92-105, 1992-2 CB 204).
The second entity issue sometimes arises when all beneficiaries want to exchange into a more expensive
replacement property. Because the replacement property price is greater than the proceeds generated
from the sale of the relinquished property, a loan is needed to make up the difference. The problem
arises when the beneficiaries cannot locate a lender willing to make a loan to the trust.
The solution is similar to the first example. Fran, Mike, and Jan each can receive a deed for a one-third
share in the relinquished property and transfer them to the buyer at closing. When it is time to purchase
the replacement property, they can use their equal shares of the proceeds to purchase and take title to
the replacement property as equal tenants-in-common. In this way, they can obtain the funds required
to complete the purchase from the lender, because they will be named as co-borrowers on the loan.
Later, if they desire, they can deed their interests back to the trust.
Exchanges Involving Corporations
A similar entity issue arises when a corporation owns property that is being sold and not all of the
stockholders want to do a tax-deferred exchange.
Assume that a corporation with two 50 percent stockholders is selling property. Bob would like to
exchange into other property, while Jerry wants to sell and pay any taxes that might be due. In order to
meet the requirements to complete an exchange successfully, Bob cannot take his share of the proceeds
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from the sale of an asset held by the corporation and acquire replacement property solely in his name.
Further, if the corporation is dissolved and the property is distributed to the stockholders, it triggers the
gain. Although the IRS issued several favorable rulings prior to 1986 in which a taxpayer dissolved a
corporation and successfully completed an exchange, the Tax Reform Act of 1986 repealed IRC 333 so
that a corporation no longer could liquidate and distribute appreciated property to its shareholders
without triggering a taxable event.
Is there a creative alternative that could salvage the possibility of an exchange? Could Bob buy Jerry’s
stock so that he would own 100 percent of the corporation, sell the relinquished property, and buy
replacement property in the corporation’s name? This may be feasible if Bob has both the desire and
financial resources to buy out Jerry’s interest. But in order to do this, Bob also must be comfortable
acquiring a replacement property that is worth two times the value of his current stock.
Exchanges Involving Partnerships
The same issue could arise in a partnership when a number of partners have different goals. For
example, a partnership bought a parcel of land several years ago that has appreciated greatly in value. A
potential buyer has made an attractive offer on the land and the partnership wants to sell. Of the three
partners, only two want to exchange into other property. The remaining partner wants to cash out.
What strategy will satisfy the desires of all three partners?
In a technique that has been coined the "dissolution solution," a partnership can be dissolved and the
partners each can receive a distribution of real estate without triggering a taxable event. Employing this
strategy, a partnership could dissolve and distribute to each partner a pro rata percentage interest in the
property. The former partners then could enter into a contract with a buyer to sell the property. At
closing, the relinquished property would be conveyed by these individuals to the buyer in three separate
deeds. The two former partners who want to complete an exchange could acquire their own separate
replacement properties, while the other partner could take cash proceeds from the sale.
Although increasingly common, the dissolution solution raises potentially troubling issues. The most
prevalent concern with this strategy is whether it violates the held-for-investment rule, which says that
to complete a valid exchange, the exchanger’s intent must be to hold both the relinquished and
replacement properties for investment. Some tax professionals argue that if a partnership is dissolved,
property is distributed to the former partners right before a sale, and the partners separately convey the
interest in the property that they just received, then the intent to hold the relinquished property has not
been sufficiently established. With this requirement in mind, is there a safer strategy?
When the partnership can anticipate that a majority of the partners want to acquire replacement
property separately in an exchange scenario, they should consider dissolving the partnership. This step
should be implemented no later than the tax year before the year in which the sale of the relinquished
property might occur. Although this is one option to meet the held-for-investment requirement, some
tax professionals remain concerned that the IRS still might deem the new co-tenants effectively to be a
partnership for tax-reporting purposes. To further document its intent, the partnership also should
consider making an election under Treasury Regulation 761(a) not to be treated as a partnership for tax
purposes.
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Another possible solution is to sell the relinquished property and structure half of the proceeds from the
sale in the form of a note to the partnership. At a future time, the two partners wanting to execute an
exchange could distribute the note to the nonexchanging partner for his 50 percent stake in the
partnership. One of the terms of the note would call for an immediate short-term balloon payment.
Once given to the nonexchanging partner, it immediately would be repaid. In this scenario, all of the
parties are satisfied: Two partners can go forward and exchange while the other cashes out.
The example of Caroline, Andy, and Paul shows how one partnership handled a tricky exchange
situation. The three bought a piece of property together in 1994 and formed a limited partnership called
CAP for the acquisition. Caroline and Andy both had a 25 percent partnership interest, with Paul holding
the remaining 50 percent interest. Later that year, CAP bought a parcel of raw land for $500,000.
Over the next five years, an explosion of development occurred in the area. The value of CAP’s land rose
dramatically. Recently, the partners received an unsolicited offer of $1 million for the parcel. When they
met to discuss the offer, it soon became clear that both Caroline and Andy wanted to sell the land and
reinvest in other property, but Paul preferred to sell and cash out. Caroline expressed an interest in
purchasing a small apartment building, while Andy wanted to roll the dice on land again. With these
different objectives, they turned to an exchange expert and their tax professional for some advice.
To accomplish their objectives to sell the land and go forward either to complete a tax-deferred
exchange or cash out, some strategic planning was necessary. They decided not to accept the pending
offer, believing the land was very marketable.
First, the partners decided to try the dissolution solution. They elected to dissolve the partnership in
February and distribute pro rata percentage interests in the land to each partner. Upon advice from
their tax professional, they filed an election under Treasury Regulation 761(a) to be treated as individual
owners. Finally, they entered into a co-tenancy agreement that outlined their individual responsibilities
relating to the land.
The next year, they listed the property and quickly received an offer for $1.1 million. The sales contract
correctly listed each of them as individual sellers. When the transaction closed, Caroline and Andy used
a qualified intermediary to set up their tax-deferred exchanges. They deeded their ownership interests
in the property to the buyer for $275,000 each and started pursuing their respective replacement
properties. Paul sold his 50 percent interest in the property for $550,000, which he received in cash at
closing. With the help of knowledgeable professionals and some strategic advance planning, the varying
goals of all three partners had been achieved.
Exchanges for Percentage Ownership
Another common entity issue arises when an exchanger wants to buy a percentage interest (as a partner
or member of an LLC) in a larger replacement property. In this situation, the exchanger would not
actually take title to the replacement property but would acquire an interest in the partnership that
would take title to the property. A partnership interest may not be considered qualified property in a
tax-deferred exchange, according to Section 1031(a)(2)(D).
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Strategies exist to overcome this entity issue and still complete a successful exchange. In one scenario,
the exchanger can take title to a percentage of the replacement property as a tenant-in-common with
the partnership, enter into a co-tenancy agreement governing the operations of the property, and then
complete the exchange. Although this may be feasible in theory, in actual practice, many potential
partners or lenders may be uncomfortable with such a complicated ownership structure.
Another potential answer is for the exchanger to take title to part of the replacement property and
immediately contribute it to the partnership for a percentage ownership interest. Although this
technique occasionally is used, the question of whether the exchanger intended to treat the
replacement property as held for investment arises again. There is concern that this is not the
exchanger’s true intent if the property immediately is conveyed to the partnership.
Possibly a more defensible solution is for the exchanger to acquire the land that the partnership wants
to develop and lease it to the partnership. During this holding period, the partnership would pay rent to
the exchanger in an amount approximating a reasonable return on investment. In order to make the
arrangement more attractive, the partnership agreement also might provide for a preferred return to
the exchanger on the residual value if and when the underlying property and improvements eventually
are sold. These additional steps are more complicated and costly to execute. They bear consideration,
however, if the parties have strong motivations to meet the exchange requirements and can craft a
mutually beneficial business arrangement.
Plan Ahead
For the best chance of completing a successful tax-deferred exchange, it is important to outline the
entire transaction being contemplated, highlight any entity problems in advance, and include a qualified
tax professional in the planning process. It is much more difficult to address entity issues successfully
once the transaction begins. Identifying them in advance and implementing strategies to solve them will
facilitate a successful exchange with all the related benefits.
Ronald L. Raitz, CCIM, and Bridgette M. Raitz, CPA
Ronald L. Raitz, CCIM, is president of Real Estate Exchange Services of Marietta, Ga., which provides
services for Section 1031 tax-deferred exchanges, including consulting, reverse, construction, and
multiasset exchanges. Bridgette M. Raitz, CPA, has 13 years of commercial real estate experience.
Contact them at (770) 579-1155 or rraitz@rees1031.com.When considering any type of exchange,
always consult a real estate, legal, or tax professional who is knowledgeable about exchange
transactions.
Jul.Aug.99
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(March 10)

A gift from the Queen of Rehabs and more
Tomorrow - March New Investors Workshop - Segment 3
Alex Deacon Team Real Estate Networking Meetup
Saturday, March 11, 2017
9:45 AM
Keller Williams Brokerage
1500 Oxford Drive Suite 300
Bethel Park, PA
RSVP to - alex@alexsellspittsburgh.com
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------A gift from Robyn Thompson to every one of you.
“…Learn why thousands of Robyn’s students are building MASSIVE WEALTH even in worst economic
climate we have seen in decades. Learn how you could put $7000 in your checkbook in the next 30 days,
so your checkbook will stop crying from lack of nourishment!”
Copy and paste this link - https://uma86337.isrefer.com/go/2buck/JCaldwell/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------March 28th - mark your calendars
Mon Valley Providers Council Working Group on Housing &
SWPA Housing Alliance Rental Housing Work Group Present
2017 Landlord Workshop
Date: Tuesday, March 28, 2017 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
Location: Human Services Center 519 Penn Ave Turtle Creek, PA 15145
Learn About Local Resources & Services for Both You and Your Tenants!
Dinner is provided! - They are feeding us !!!
Topics & Guest Speakers:
· Allegheny County Housing Authority
· Action Housing
· Weatherization
· Landlord & Tenant Rights
· Lead Abatement
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· Section 8 Housing
· United Way 211
Lots of time for Networking!
Free Raffle for $25 Home Depot Gift Card
For questions contact Frank Duncan Call 412-829-7112 or
email fduncan@hscc-mvpc.org
Best,
Gale
_____________________________________________________
Lastly if you are a landlord and you aren't getting free energy and making money from your tenants gas
and electric bills then we need to chat - email me PittsburghREIA@aol.com
To your success
Josh
(March 7)

Updates from this weekends 3 day seminar with Robyn Thompson and Larry Harbolt
First off, I really wish that I could have video taped this event. There was so much valuable content given
during those three days that I can barely keep track of it all.
I am already talking to them about coming back again next year. The feedback from the attendees was
very positive. If you didn't go, then I suggest that you talk to someone who did.
Robyn Thompson covered house flipping, keepers, marketing, and a lot more. She is by far the best
teacher in America when it comes to flipping houses. There really isn't a close second place.
Larry Harbolt gave a very good class on asset protection and the use of trusts to make sure that you
can't be sued. He also gave the best class on creative financing that I have ever seen.
Courses
I already have a number of people who have purchased course from both speakers after the event
(basically this morning) so let me address that.
I can still get both of Robyn's courses Keepers $499 (on buy and hold) and Junkers $997 (house flipping)
I can still get Larry's courses Trusts ($699) and Creative Finance (1000) until the end of this week.
I can also get you reservations for their boot camps.
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Most of you already now Robyn Thompson - the Queen of rehabs, but Larry Harbolt is not as well known
outside his home state of Florida. So here is a quick description of his massive creative finance course
Red – White – Blue Creative Financing System
Never Be Forced to Step Into a Bank Again
Red – White – Blue Creative Financing System
Is Not Your Fathers “Subject To” or “Lease Option” Financing
This System Is a Combination of Every Type of Creative Deal Structuring and Creative Financing Options
Available to Every Investor Regardless of Their Own Credit or Financial Situation. With This System
Having to Get Bank Financing Will Be a Thing of the Past. It Contains Multiple Deal Structures to Help
Even the Most Novice Investor Be Able to Structure a Creative Deal Other Investors Will Walk Away
From Simply Because They Won’t See the Same Opportunities as the Trained Eye of the Owner of This
System.
Do not hesitate, the prices go up a lot after this week.
Email me quickly to grab your courses at the seminar discount prices.
Josh
PittsburghREIA@aol.com
(March 4)

This weekend's updates
I admit that I am a bit short on news for you this weekend. It is not that there is no news, I am just busy
learning more about real estate investing at the sold out Robyn Thompson seminar. If you aren't here
with the other 120 people then I assure you that you missed some very valuable info.
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Now on to future events.
The Creative Finance Sub-Group is cancelled for this Sunday. Mostly because me and most of the people
who attend that meeting will still be in this seminar.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------New comers sub group
Our next Meetup is Saturday March 11th. Please note - new venue! We will be meeting at our Keller
Williams brokerage in Bethel Park ( Village Square ) which is directly across the street from the Home
Depot. Address is 1500 Oxford Drive Suite 300 Bethel Park PA 15102.
Please RSVP on the MEETUP site. Here is a link:
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https://www.meetup.com/Alex-Deacon-Team-Real-Estate-Netw…/…/
Because your drive time will change somewhat, we will open the doors at 945. Meeting starts at 10 .
Guest speaker : one of our attorneys from Scolieri Law Group will be discussing the importance of
entities, and help you choose the right structure for your investments
Refreshments provided
Remember, April is our rehab tour. Details to be announced within the next few weeks, so check back
often.
We will charter a bus to provide the very best experience for everyone. To help offset the cost for the
charter, we ask for a $ 25 contribution. We'll start our April Meetup as usual, but after the break we'll
board the charter and visit several renovations ( in all stages, and for varying exit strategies )
Don't miss it!
Payment can be made via Paypal, credit card, or good old cash. Money orders are also accepted.
Questions? call / email Alex 412.613.4435 Alex@AlexsellsPittsburgh.com
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Washington PA Sub Group Meeting
Saturday March 25th
930 AM
Panera
108 Trinity Point Dr
Washington PA 15301
See you there !!!
____________________________________________________________
Write Killer Ads to Attract Motivated Sellers in Droves
By Kathy Kennebrook (The Marketing Magic Lady)
When writing killer copy for an ad, there are several components that need to be addressed. The first of
these is to grab the reader’s attention. If you don’t get the reader’s attention immediately, you will lose
them. You need to remember that the average person is bombarded with hundreds of advertising pieces
per day and yours needs to stand out. The second component is you have to raise their interest. Is the
ad going to be something of interest to them? Does it spell out what you can do for them? The third
component to a killer ad is desire. This is where you list proven benefits to your seller. And the fourth
component to a killer ad is a call to action. You have to tell your seller what you want them to do or they
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won’t do anything. So let’s address these components one at a time.
The key component for writing any ad to attract motivated sellers is to begin with a killer headline. This
headline has to answer the big question “what’s in it for me”? Using a really great headline can mean
the difference between your success or failure at attracting motivated sellers using ads. Your headline is
the very first thing a prospect sees when looking at your ad, or while scanning a page of ads, so it must
deliver a clear and understandable message that makes your seller want to know more. You only have a
fraction of a second to grab their attention so your headline needs to be strong and benefit driven or
you’ve lost this prospect forever.
On the average five times more people will read just the headline as opposed to the copy, so your
headline has to draw the reader in and make them want to read more. No matter how good your ad
copy is, if you don’t have a headline that draws their attention immediately, you’ll quickly lose their
interest. Your headline has to grab their attention and say, “Hey, I’m talking to you!!” It doesn’t matter
how good you are at helping sellers if the sellers don’t know it.
For example, a headline we see a lot in real estate investor ads is “We Buy Houses”. This headline has
been used for ages, but you have to admit, it’s not benefit driven and it’s become rather cliché if you ask
me. Additionally, it’s all about you, the investor, instead of the prospect whose attention you are trying
to get. Your headline should not speak in generalities; it needs to be very specific. I personally use a
different headline in my ads. In fact, in a classified ad, it becomes the whole ad. It is:
“Sell your house for a fair price, on the date of your choice, without doing any repairs”
That’s it, that’s the whole headline and in some cases, the whole ad. It tells the reader exactly what they
want to know which is “What can you do for me?” This headline is all about the seller and lets them
know exactly what you can do for them. It sends a strong, benefit driven message that they can’t miss,
which is; that they can sell their home for a fair price, on the date they choose, without having to do any
fix up to the property. This ad addresses every concern a seller may have. My headline stands out like a
beacon among all the other ads that surround it because it sends a distinct message to potential sellers.
It makes them want to read the rest of “the story”, which significantly increases the response rate to the
ad. Another sample of a killer headline would be:
“I Can Pay Your Price if You Sell on My Terms”
Getting the seller to read the rest of your ad and respond to it is the whole purpose behind a great
headline. When writing headlines for your ads, you need to test new headlines to see which ones bring
the best response. Sit down with a piece of paper and write several headlines, the more you think and
write, the clearer your intent will become and the more practice you will get at writing grabber
headlines. When writing a headline, make sure you use capital letters and lower case letters instead of
using all capitals. It makes it much easier for your prospect to read and understand your headline.
Using quotation marks has also been tested and found to significantly increase readership as well. I
always say that you should do that which your competition will not to get ahead in your business and
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creating killer ads is one main way for you to do just that. The most critical impact your headline needs
to have is to make the reader want to continue reading, whether it’s an ad, an article, an advertorial or a
special report.
Now let’s talk about the second important component which is grabbing their interest; the “what’s in it
for me?” This portion sets the stage for the rest of the copy in your ad. Each sentence should make the
reader want to read the next one and so on. Keeping your reader’s attention and conveying your
message in a way they can understand and respond to in every advertising piece you create is the key
ingredient to finding all the motivated sellers you will need for your real estate business. Just learning
this one concept for attracting motivated sellers can make you rich. You need to give your seller a reason
to keep reading.
Moving on to the third important component in writing a killer ad is the “desire”. This is where you
might use bullets for example to provide a full list of stated and proven benefits to the seller. This is
where you might say something like:
● I can take over payments and provide debt relief
● I can stop foreclosure and help you repair your credit
● I can close on the date of your choosing so you can close when you need to
● I can buy your house in the condition it’s in so you don’t have to do any repairs
You get the idea. This is where you make your case and you could even back it up with testimonials from
satisfied customers if you are doing an advertising piece like an advertorial for example. You can leave it
this short or you could expound on each point if you want. You just need to let you seller know why they
should want to sell to you and how you can help them solve their problem. After all, that’s the whole
point isn’t it? We want to create win-win solutions for ourselves and our sellers.
And last but not least is the “call to action”. What do you want your prospect to do? How do you want
them to contact you? You need to let them know this in no uncertain terms. If you don’t tell your seller
what you want them to do, don’t expect them to do anything.
For example, putting your phone number at the end of an ad doesn’t tell your seller what you want
them to do, but the words “call me now” and then your phone number does. If you are writing an ad
and you can give them more than one way to contact you this is even better. For example, you could put
“call me now” and your phone number and then also provide the prospect with a website to look at as
well. Now they have more than one way to contact you. When you give prospects more than one way to
contact you, more of them are going to. You want to make it as comfortable as possible for sellers to
contact you.
Now that I have covered for you the four components to writing a killer ad, you have no excuse but to go
out there, run some ads in your local newspaper and shopper guide following these guidelines and
watch the leads come in. Every ad you write, every advertorial or special report you write needs to meet
these guidelines.
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Sunday Morning REIA news
Pittsburgh REIA Sunday Newsletter (lots going on)
We have at least 3 events this week
1 The big one is Robyn Thompson and Larry Harbolt's seminar this Friday to Sunday.
They will cover creative finance, trusts, flipping houses, and advanced buy and hold strategies as well as
how to make multiple offers and marketing, so there is a little bit for everyone.
If you still want to register, then email me direct and I will let you know if we have any seats left, at this
moment we have 20 more.
My email is PittsburghREIA@aol.com NEVER reply to the newsletter, I will never see that email.
2 Ambit is doing a presentation on how to make money passively by helping people save money with
their gas and electric, this is super easy because it costs them nothing to save money, and the company
gaurentees that they will save money.
this presentation will be 730 in greentree at the Crown Plaza hotel.
Email me to get on the guest list.
3 Our very own Jim Uhler will be teaching people how to make a 50year plus residual income from
mineral rights. You don't need to own the property to get paid here. All you need is to be able to talk to
people who do own property. How hard is that?
Contact Jim for details or just show up - his email is whyusahomes@cs.com
The event starts at 630 PM
location the WHY USA REALTY offices in the North Hills
3167 Babcock Blvd, Pittsburgh PA 15237

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Hello Landlords,
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I am in need of a couple 1 bedroom units.
The first is a male, veteran, has section 8 voucher for the city however due to his status I was told he
qualifies for county as well. He currently does not have income however there is an agency that can
assist with security deposit and 1st month rent if needed. The areas he is interested in are as follow:
Southside, MT Oliver, Dormont, Shadyside, Oakland, Lawrenceville. He needs to be on a bus route. He
will have in home services through Mercy Behavioral Health.
The second is female that gets SSI and has a rep-payee (meaning a third party handles her finances for
her). Her rent needs to be around 400.00 prefers Northside or McKees Rocks. She has support through
Mercy Behavioral Health.
Gale Schwartz
Housing Alliance of Pennsylvania
(p) 412.281.1137

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From the blog of Jay Belcher – This is great stuff
Can I Get Some Assistance Over Here?
You’ve probably been in Lowes or Home Depot or some other home improvement place recently. Not
that you should be in there buying a truckload of materials, but there’s the matter of choosing finishes
or even just getting a key cut.
By the way - attention newbie investors: If you know nothing about construction, those big box stores
are a great place to browse through every now and then. You can get a sense of what materials cost and
they even have installed prices on some things. Construction sneaks into a lot of areas of real estate –
it’s not just for rehabbers. Wholesalers and buy-and-hold investors need to know something about
repair costs to survive.
Suppose you’re in Lowes and you need that key cut. Have you noticed the little buttons in different
departments – you press the button and, voila, an employee shows up to assist you. While I’m sure
that’s a huge pain for the employees busy with other work, it’s does make our lives easier.
Wouldn’t it be nice if there was a little button we could press when we needed assistance in real estate?
While the internet and local clubs are full of real estate information, I’m talking about assistance in
getting the day-to-day work done. For that you need an assistant of some sort.
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I’ve been looking into this stuff for my own business of late and thought I’d share some of what I’ve
found. After all, some investors have mastered the obstacle of employing help, but most have not. Many
of us are limiting our efforts by not getting the right support.
As I think through this, I’m already realizing I’m biting off too much for a simple blog. But I’ll take a crack
at a couple options.
Obviously there’s hiring a local assistant. You hire them, train them what you want them to do, pay them
$10-20 an hour, or preferably you set it up for them to work on a commission base or some other nonemployee (non W-2) arrangement. Local folks can mean local headaches – ask anyone who has ever
hired someone. But they can do things like post bandit signs or show a vacancy, even run your errands
or do your laundry – things you can’t get done any other way than local.
Next comes virtual assistants (VA’s). These folks are semi-trained in office/real estate tasks. They are
“virtual” in the sense that they aren’t in your office, but they are real people. You can get foreign or USbased VA’s. US based VA’s are $20+ an hour while foreign VA’s are as cheap as $3 an hour. The nice part
of VA’s is they only bill while they’re working on your stuff, so you don’t pay for them to go to the water
cooler or to “look busy”. The advantage of US-based is they don’t have heavy accents (e.g. if talking to
your sellers) and they work US hours. There’s lots of places to find VA’s, but you might check out
VirtualOfficeVA.com or sspvas.com for US and foreign-based, respectively.
There are also sites like Fiverr.com or UpWork.com where you can seek out freelancers for one-time or
ongoing work. You can get stuff done way cheaper than you could do it yourself – anything you could
image from bookkeeping to handling your web presence to writing a jingle!
Well that’s enough for now. Those sites ought to keep your head spinning for a while. There are several
other channels we didn’t even get into – call answering services or web based apps that do all sorts of
work for you. Now go and be more productive by not trying to do everything yourself!
Jay Belcher
You can comment and ask Q’s on Bigger Pockets where this blog lives:
https://www.biggerpockets.com/blogs/8882-boots-on-the-ground-success-and-mistakes
Taking action in Southwest PA. I’m a little experienced & a little green. Learn with me – a frank look at
day-to-day work, success, & mistakes.

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------From the brain of marketing genius Kathy Kennebrook
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The Fast Track to Failure
By Kathy Kennebrook (The Marketing Magic Lady)
The quickest route I have seen many investors take to failure in the real estate investing business is by
quitting before they ever have the chance to see their business succeed. Some obstacle comes along
that just feels overwhelming and instead of forging on, they just say “I Quit”. Think about it, it’s easier to
just quit than it is to forge ahead and solve the problem even it’s not the easiest solution at the moment.
It’s also easier to blame the market, blame your lack of education, or just adopt the “it doesn’t work
where I live” kind of attitude than to take responsibility for the success or failure of your real estate
business. I have heard “want to be” investors come up with every excuse imaginable not to get started
in this very profitable business, and I have heard every excuse as to why it “just didn’t work for me”.
Believe me when I tell you, I have heard it all, and I feel sorry for the folks who adopt these attitudes.
They are missing out on a wonderful opportunity to change their lives forever. If I had listened to that
kind of negativity or thought so little of my personal abilities when I got started in this business, I
wouldn’t be the wealthy entrepreneur I am today.
There are two critical moments when you must have faith in yourself and in your business; when you
first begin your business and when your business is in some kind of trouble. It’s easier to be much more
optimistic at the onset, it’s not so easy when you are overwhelmed, feeling like you are being pushed in
several directions, or having trouble with cash flow. Sometimes quitting may look really attractive and
your friends and family may suggest to you that you quit the real estate business and get a job if things
aren’t going along just the way they should.
Overcoming problems in your business isn’t easy and there is no magic pill. You just have to decide
whether you want it badly enough and adjust your mindset accordingly. There is no short cut; you just
have to believe you will succeed and forge ahead. When you get into a difficult situation, and you
consider cutting your losses and just quitting, try to think back to the beginning, when you were so
excited about getting started in the real estate business. What was your motivation then?
If you have a mentor or someone you can talk to, do that before making any drastic decision you may be
sorry for later. Make sure this person is qualified to help you make a decision as to your future before
putting faith in their advice. Also make sure you are getting the education you need in all facets of your
business so you can best avoid failure by learning how to do things right as you go. Don’t let the
possibility of defeat-defeat you or your ultimate goal. Take the time to build and surround yourself with
a dream team of people who can help you achieve the goals you have set for yourself and for your
business.
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If you find yourself overwhelmed by various problems in your business, try to dissect them one at a time
and determine the cause and the solution to each problem individually. Deal with your problems one at
a time and one day at a time. This is never easy but must be done as any successful business grows. Big
problems broken into smaller ones are easier to tackle and solve. One of the biggest problems that may
arise for you in the real estate business may be lack of time or lack of money and there are ways to solve
both of these problems, especially in the real estate business where the money to do deals is much
more accessible.
Compared to the responsibilities of running a successful business, your past life of working for someone
else may seem to have been a much more comfortable route to take in retrospect. But is that the
outcome you’re really after? Do you really want to work for someone else the rest of your life and make
money for them or do you want to be the wealthy entrepreneur you know you can be?
Everyone in this business, even those who are as experienced as I am and have been in the real estate
business for many years have seen our fair share of lousy tenants, cash flow problems, houses that
didn’t sell quickly, not enough money available and all of the other kinds of problems that can come
with this business. Believe me when I tell you, you aren’t inventing any problem that we haven’t all
faced at one time or another. The best solution is to take a deep breath, step back and regroup. Then
start taking positive steps one by one to correct whatever problem you are facing. This is all part of your
learning curve. Once again, if you are getting your education along the way, you will probably be lucky
enough to sidestep most of these problems. If you decide to work with a mentor along the way make
sure he or she is a successful entrepreneur and is someone who can help you attain the success you are
looking for in your business.
To turn your thoughts away from fear of failure, ask yourself this question. Why did I get into the real
estate business in the first place? Are those reasons still valid today?
Ask yourself about what your original expectations were, are they still possible? Is the short-term
problem worth the ultimate outcome? I know this will sound difficult, but take the time to look inside
yourself and find the inner strength to pull you through whatever problem you are currently
encountering. It will absolutely be worth the time and energy you expend. Surround yourself with
likeminded investors who share the same dream you do. This is another to keep a positive attitude and
stay focused on the goal. Overcoming your fear of failure is what will separate you from all the others
who choose not to make it in this wonderful business. Only you can sidestep the fast track to failure.
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Robyn Thompson Seminar with Larry Harbolt Details and Payment
When - March 3-5 This Friday to Sunday
Time 9-5 each day, but you can arrive a bit early on Friday to register.
Where - The Sheraton Pittsburgh Airport (near the Moon police station, if you can't find it, just drive
really fast, the nice officers will direct you to the location)
Address: 1160 Thorn Run Rd, Coraopolis, PA 15108
Phone: (412) 262-2400
Subjects covered - rehabbing houses for big checks, rehabbing houses to turn them into rentals, how to
finance a rehab, advance buy and hold strategies, using trusts for asset protection, creative finance,
multiple offer strategies, marketing for deals, negotiations, and more.
Cost $60 - an insane bargain, but I wanted to keep costs down as low as possible. You are out of your
mind if you don't see the value here.
How to pay? There are two ways, you can pay by check, cash, or charge card at the door before 9 am,
come a bit early as there may be a traffic jam at the table with everyone trying to pay at the same time
or you can copy and paste this link and pay via paypal - http://pittsburghreia.com/2017-robynthompson/
To your success
Josh
(February 25)

Great Investor Deal
I haven't used that title before, that should clue you in as to what I see when I look at this deal
This is a chance to participate in a commercial deal for as little as $25k, or up to 180k (that is all they
need) with a huge upside, and as much as there is always risk in an investment I can't see a down side. I
interrogated the lawyers who brought this deal on two separate occasions, and if there is a flaw in this
deal, I can't find it.
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So I will give you the short version of this deal and then let you talk to them if you want to participate of
if you have questions.
Here is the problem - The partner dispute involved a disagreement as to the percentage share of
ownership of the entity that owns the building. As a result, the two individuals took a selfish view of who
should be responsible for taxes, and as such, neither one paid them. One partner ran his businesses
from the building, while the other waited for a resolution. I am attaching an agreement executed by the
partners which deals with the percentage ownership of the building should/once the property is sold.
Here is the solution - We need to raise $180,000 to pay the back taxes in the next 30 days to save the
building from being auctioned.
Here is what you get. ---- This is huge ---- Pay attention
Investors receive their investment, interest on mortgage & 18% net proceeds of sale.
ROI = 98%
4 years ago a buyer wanted to buy the property for $1,500,000 so the building is worth a lot more than
the building.
For example:
If the property sells for $1M
- $210k payoff of mortgage (including funding for 2 years of investment)
- $42k interest to investors
- $10k closing costs
$738k
$738k * .18 (18% of Net for investors) = $133k
that $133,000 is on top of you the 10% interest you were already getting and you get your principal
back.
The minimum amount per investor is $25,000.00.
Contact us to get into ASAP, time is of the essence and it shuts down once we reach our $180,000 goal
Ed Santillan & Tony Manjerovic
724-513-6980 724-573-4453
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Our Business Partner Members
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www.USAREMentoring.com
USA Real Estate Mentoring Group
“Your Highway to Success”

Mentoring is the key to your success in Real Estate Investing!
We are:
-Successful Investors Currently Investing in Today’s Real Estate Market
- Best Selling Authors
-Our Group of Mentors Have Personally Trained Over One Hundred Real Estate Investors
-We KNOW Pennsylvania, and How to Invest Legally in Pennsylvania!
-Access to Our Team Members and Systems
-We Meet Once Per Month in the Pittsburgh Area (Wexford)
-1st Meeting is Free
-Different Levels of Training and Pricing Available
Visit www.usarementoring.com for more info
Brian Snyder: 412-992-8884
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